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ABSTRACT 

A search hmr been mode for a neutral menon of sero I rpin by mans of 
4 0 the reaction d + d - He + uO . No evidence was found for the existence d 

t 

-32 2 0 a of the crosm section war 7 X 10 crn for no a w mama. The reaction 

was studied by wing 460-Mev deuteron8 from the Berkeley 184-inch cyclotrm 

and a Uquid d~uterium target. Alp& particle@ produced at 0 deg in the 

laboratory ryrtern were selected by momentum anslyeia and by a counter 

telescopa~ which rnerrured time of flight, ~ / d x ,  a d  dffd~rential range, The 

experiment m ay also  ret a ti mit on the validity of charge independence. 



Norman E. Booth, Owen Chamberlsin, and Ernes t  k3. Rogers 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1-8 Several authors have pootulatsd the existence of ia neutgal meson of 

0 iretop@ apin aero (called the rg or  p mason) and suggested mean. ob 

verifying its exirtence. Mans er t imatss  vary from a few Mev leoe than the 

ordinary wo mass toi$baut three time8 the r moss (p) . At Leaat one 

oxperimantal teat has bean made. ' The experiment dsacrfbed hers i e  concerned 

with a search between the ma88 limits of O and 1.8 )r. by meano of a reaction 

firat ~uggse t ed  to the author* by §teinerl and independently by Baldin, 2 

Since the three heavy particles in (1) al l  have I spin m r o ,  the ordinary a 0 

meson cannot be produced in place of the w in thie reaction, at baat  to the 

extent that iaotopic apin is correervad. The upper limit of 1.8 p war set by 

the maximum Mnetic energy a4 the deuterons available from the Berkeley 

184-inch cyclotron, namely 460 Msv. No evidence w a ~  found for the axirtence 

0 
of the wO . The upper limit obtained for  the cror. rection of (1) depended 

3t 
and 0.2 x loo3' cmt for 1.8 time* the w ma.. (asruming iaotropy in the 

r 

center-of-mars ayetern. See Fig. 3). 

rlr 
Work done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 



2 .  EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

A. General 

Reaction ( I )  wae studied by marching for alpha particles produced at 

zero degrees when a liquid deuterium target was bombarded with 460, 

tsrons. Tha momentum af the alpha particle8 depend# of courare upon the 

rnram of the ri , and for given maas i. double-vahed, corresponding to  

emission at both 0 and 1440 deg in the berrycentric system. 

in Tabla I. The deuteron beam obtained by regenerative extraction from the 

184-inch cyclotron was focused on the liquid D2 target. The syrtern of bending 

and focusing magnets relectad partictea of r certain effective mommtum p / ~  , 

which came off at 0 dog, and delivered them outride the shielding into an 

area of relatively low background. A oyrtcsrn k$ counters  eeparatsd He 4 

nuclei from the other components of thio mono-momentum ~ecoadasy beam. 

The momentum of the recondchry beam was varied to cover the range of He 
4 

momentum from retactton (1) for any maws of r: between 0 a d  1.8 p. 

B. Dcutsron Baam and Target 

The external 460-Mev deuteron beam wa8 cottimated and focused to give 

a spot 1 X 1 -1/2 in. at the D2 target. Qhe beam peeition was checked 

periodically by exporiag an x-ray film immadiatsly behind the target. This 

enaured that the beam arlwaya passed cleanly through the target cylinder. 

T w i o n  c h r m b e ~ a  were used to  monitor the barn, one in front of the 

D2 target and mother after Y1 . For soma oi the runs, after intercalibration, - 
- the first ion chamber wae removed. The ion-chamber multiplication fgctor 

was calculated from the calibration parformad by Chamberlain, ~ s ~ t ; ,  and 

wisgmdl0 and the value. of d ~ / d x  f o r  345 -Mev protoo= and 460-Mev dsuter ma.  



8 For moat of the measurements the beam intensity was 1.5 to  5 X 10 deuterons 

per sec. 

The deuterium container was a cylinder 3 in. i n  diameter with a length 

2 of 0.94 r~O.05 g cm of D2 in  the beam direction. The target windows and 

vacuum chamber windows were each 0.010-in. l a .  An aluminum heat 

shield 0.0015 in. thick surrounded the target cylinder. The target  wara aquiped 

with a reservoir  and heater so that i t  could be emptied or filled in a few minutes. 

C. Magnetic Analysis 

The epectrometer was s e t  to accept particledl of a particular effective 

momentum p / ~ .  The required magnet currents  were determined beforehand 

by  the wire-orbit method. Quadrupole Q1 brought particlea leaving the D2 

target to a focus a t  f l  . Becauee of the dispersion in the bending magnet 

M1 , only pa r t i c l r  whose effective momentum was within 2 -  1/2 9b d the central 

value passed through the 4 X 4 - in. collimator a t  f l  , These particles were 

deflected again and focused at f 2  , and refocused a t  S3 . The images at f2 

and S3 had unit magnification and no dispersion. The beam size was therefore 

appro* 1 )r 1 - 1/2 in. a t  iZ and S3 . Helium bag. were used throughout the 

system t o  reduce, multiple scattering in order to maintain sharp images at  

f 2  and S3 , and to  reduce the energy loss between the DL target and S3 . 
Two cha rac t e r i o t i c~~  of a ispectromster are of pr ime importance. These 

a r e  the fractional momentum bite ~ p / p  tranerrnitted through the syetem, and 

the solid angle AS3 into which from the target  must fall in  order  to  

ar r ive  at S3 . Both these quantities can be calculated crudely f rom the 

geometry. In a production experiment such as we performed the product 

(M) ( ~ ~ / p  ) antors  the analysis. This quantity was measured directly 



and found t o b e  l . l 6 ~ 1 0 - '  . (See Appendix I . )  

13. Counters and Electronics 

4 
@ The counter telescope war required to pick out M e  nuclei from other 

pasticlea with the eame p / ~  determined by the magnet settings. Time of 

flight betweem S1 and S2 fixed the velocity and therefore M/Z . Deuteron. 

were then the only contamination. The difference6 i n  range and d ~ l d x  for 

deuterons and alpha par t icbe were uasd to reject deut;erona. The Cu absorbers 

A1 and A2 were choaea s o  that alpha particles were counted in Sg but not in 

S4 , while deukerons of this momentum had aufficisnt range to  be couilted in , a :\ 

S4 . Alpha particlea w e r e  .elected by the coincidence S1SZS3g1 . 11 
HQW~VQT , 

this rystem a l ro  counted a small fraction of the vast number af deuterons passing 

through the telescope, premurnably those that underwent atripping or other 

nuclear reactions in S3 or A2 and did not give a pulse in  S4 . These were 

eliminated by a second coincidence which required, in addition $ 

coincidence s ~ s ~ s ~ ~ ~  , that the pulses in S1 , S2 , and Sg be above a given 

height. This was aceompliehed by feeding pulse6 from the three counters into 

pulrc-height discriminators l2 and placing the outputs in  a .low coincidence 13 

with the fast coincidence s ~ s ~ s ~ ~ ~  . Differential range curve. taken by 

varying the absorber A1 showed that this syatsm counted only alpha particles 

at the beam intensities used. The entire myrtem war thoroughly checked 

periodically by accelerating alpha partic lea in the cyc lotson and degrading 

them before the D2 target. Thio procedure alro rnsaaured the efficiency 

of the telercope at each momentum wed. Am a cheek on the olectroniee 
L 

the pulses from the individual counters were photographed on moving film , 

during part of the run and checked with the electronics. 
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3. PRODUCTION OF ALPHA PAXTICLES IN COMPLEX NUCLEI 

Although conlriderable care  had been taken t o  minimize the thicknese 

of the materials (other than liquid deuterium) in tbm beam, an unexpectedly 

Large background of alpha particles WOI observed from the ion chamber, 

target windowe. etc. in the vicinity of the target. Their origin waa confirmed by 

phcing additional foila of various elements in the deuteron beam and measuring 

their production of alpha particlee. The rerrulte showed that the materials  

normally in the beam accowtsd (within the axrors)  fo r  the observed yields 

of alpha pairtictee. 

In order to calculate production crosd sections it is u8efuL t o  consider 

2 particle momanturn a8 a function of range X , In ,g/crn of Cu equivalent, 

particularly because the momenta of the alpha particles change draeticzlly 

from the point where they are produced to where they are detected. If we let 

R(MT, pa ) be the observed rate for the D2 target empty and the magnet. 

set for momentum ps at Mi . and let R(MT + x ,  pa ) be the rate with an 

additional foil of thickness K , then we can write 

where No is the number of incident deuterons. N is Avogadrots number. 

2 A is the atomic weight of the additional foil, and (d ~ / d ~ d f 2 )  is the production 
P 

cross  section at the momentum p. Figure 2 show8 the cross-oection data for 

. Cu. The yield. par g/cmZ Irom lighter element. (C and AL) were &pm&s%qp 



4. ALPHA PARTICLES FROM DEUTERIUM 

The observed counting ratee at various momenta are given in Table 11. 

The obsdrvation of more alpha particles with the target  empty than with the 

target full ie  to be expected, if no alpha particles are produced in the D2 , 

becaure of the alpha partf clea produced in the foils ahead of the target. 

The following factors contribute: 

(a) Production of alpha particles in complex nuclei is a sensitive function 

of the momentum of the produced alpha .particles, production being greater 

for  lower momentum. The extra etoppi ng power in the syartem when the target 

is full causee, a rignificant increaae in the momentum and decrease in the 

momentum spread with which alpha particlee must be produced if they are to  

enter the magnet rrystarn and be counted. In more quantitative terms we say 

the counting ra te  is reduced when the target is full because the quantity 

(d2u/dp dn) X (dp/d@ is a d e c r s a ~ i n g  function of the momentum p d the 
, 

pr oductd alpha particle. 

(b) Nuclear interactions in the deuterium also  remove alpha partic lea formed 

in the foi La ahead of the target. 

With thane considerations, and a knowledge of the materials in the beam 

and their alpha-particle production c ross  rrectiona, w e  can correct  the target- 

full data to find the yield of alpha particles from the deuterium, R ( D Z , p ~  ) 

given im the  laat column of Table 11. Details of the calculation are given in 
i ' 

Appendix 2. 



5. CROSS-SECTION LIMITS 

The laboratory-syatem differential cross section for the production of 

alpha particles at O deg is given by 

7 
The h s t  factor corrects for the fact that we measure range in gm/crn'~u 

equivalent. A is the atomic weight of deuterium. The effective thickness 

of the Dz target is determined by the momentum bite of the magnet system 

provided we have 

Thie was true in all  carreo except at the &gbest momentum. The differential 

* 2 * crorr rection in the c.  rn. system ir given by (p /P) (d ~ f /e lh )  where p ie  
L 

the momentum in the c .  m. system. From the data of gable I1 we can calculate 

an upper limit for the differential cross section of ( 1 )  as a function of the moas 

0 of the u0 . (In this calculation the upper limit on the observed rats. R ,  is 

taken to be R + 1 . 7  AR when R ir positive and 1 . 7  A R  when R irs negative. ) 

Figure 3 shows the way in which the upper limit depends upon the asreumed maarr. 
& 

The crore-aection limit ie best near 1.8 r mosses, but this ie  not t o  be taken 

seriouely because here we are near threehold. 



6 .  CHARGE INDEPENDENCE 

The pri  nciple of I-@pin conservation or charge independence forbids 

e the reaction 

0 d t d a ~ e ~ t n  . 

Our rnearurements ret an upper limit on the cross section for this reaction, 

a.suming i ~ o t r o p y ,  d about 7 X c m Z  . Thia result Is a teat of charge 

independence provided we can eetimate what the croea rection should be if 

I a p i n  were not conrerved. 

Unfortunately it i s  not easy to make this ertimsta. However, we can 

compare our upper limit with the crore eection for the reaction 

Our data give an upper limit on the latter of about c m Z  . Maaaursmsnts 

on the inverue 4' l5 give, by detailed balancing, about cm2 . Thus the 

0 w production cross rection ir at most only a few times the radiative capture 
0 at an energy well above tho threshold for w production. 
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APPENDIX 1. ACCEPTANCE OF THE MAGNET SYSTEM 

The acceptance of ra spectrometer such a o  the one used in this experiment 

D i a  defined as the product of the solid angle and the fractional momentum bite. 

The acceptance of thig magnet syrtsm was meaaurad as foltowcr: 

The alpha beam from ths cyclotron wait degraded with copper, part of 

which w.6 in the form of 45-deg wedge.. at the poaitiw d the D2 target. 

The momentum dirtribution of this degraded beam was flat over a region large 

compared with the momentum bite of the magnet system. The aperture of Q, 

was uniformly illuminated. A ucintillstion counter 6 in. wide was placed at 

f l  . Thi r geometry defined a fractional momentum bite ( A p/p ) ' = 0,0963. 

The rate Ri in this counter wa. measured as a function of the aperture of a 

collimlrtor placed at the entrance of Q1 . From this measurement, the effective 

aperture of [Il without collirnatioa was found t o  be At?' = 4.36 X 18 8terrdfan 

for this cam. With the counter at f l  removed. the rate R in the alpha-particle 

teleecope waa measured. Since 
- 

obtain  MAP/^ = 1.16 X . where p ie defined at Mi. 



APPENDIX 2. CORRECTIONS 

To be more explicit, we write 

where the eubecript f refers to the foils behind the target and i to the foils 

in front of the target. With the target full we have R ( F U t L ,  = R(DZ9 p, ) 
PS 

i 
1 

where 13(DL . pa ) i a  the rate from the D2 . Add .is the attenuation of the 
4 

cfeutsron beam in the DZ . Aad that of the alpha partidas in the D2 , and 
,/ 
b' the momentum at which alpha particles must be produced in front of t k  

targat such that they come down the magnet system. We can get a measure of 
1 

' :(ti2 a / by setting the magnet syatern for  a momentum ps ' auch thkt 
, L , . , 



where e ir the ratio of the detected alpha particlee that were produced behind 

the target to the total produced, bekind and in front of the targst, we have 

Add and Ad were obtained by extrapohtion of the remalts of Millburn et al. 16 

Oa the tamkcstic cross rectiona, of complex nuclei for high-energy deuterons and 

alpha particles. The total croma sections in D2 assumed were 200 * 100 mb 
'6 

for deuterons and 400 h 100 rnb for alpha particlea. 6 was; determined from 
t 

the production data. Tho quantity R(YT, p a  ) / R (MT. pa ) war determined 

from straight liner through the raw data obtained with target empty. Values of 

R(DZ 9 P, ) are given in the laet column of Table 11, 
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Spect.rt~matsr and ear;Latar trhocage eompmenb 
indicatd in Fig. 1 

Item 

Magnets 

qulndrupole focuaing msgnete 

M 1  24 x 36 -in. analyzing magnet 

with 7-in. gap, 46-deg bend 

Counters 

18 X 36 -in. analyzing magnet 

with 8-in. gap, 5 1 -deg bend 

1 plaotic acintillator, 1/16 i n . ,  

5 in. diam 

S2 plastic acintillator, 1/16 in. ,  

3 in. diam 

$3 plartic scintillator, 1/4 in. , 4 in. 

diam 

S4 
plastic scintillator, 3/8 in. , 

5 in. diam 

Abeorbera "1 * variable -thicknes a copper 



Table 11 

11 Observed counting rates (counts per 1.15 X 10 deuterons) 



FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement. 

Fig. 2 .  Production of alpha particles from copper by 460-Mev deuterons. 

4 0 Fig. 3. Upper limit on the differential cro.8 section of d + d -. He + to . 
The two curves are for production angles of the of 0 deg and 

180 deg in the c. rn. system. 




